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is a chapter on the experiments of illumination,
.as regards both critical light and dark ground
illumination, and another on the photographic
methods applicable to low power work and high
magnifications. There are special chapters on

,colour photography and the reproduction of

opaque objects which are of special interest to
the metallurgist, and a final chapter deals with
;the applications of photomicrography in medical
practice and the various arts. Throughout there
.are numerous illustrations showing to what a

stage of perfection photomicrography has reached.
’The medical reader will be especially interested
in the beautiful plates of bacteria and protozoa
.as well as in the coloured reproductions of

chromogenic bacteria. Here we note that the
authors fall into a common error and talk about
flagell&aelig;. The illustrations include some fine

.kinematograph films of live organisms taken by
Messrs. Pathe Freres. There is a useful appendix
,on histological methods and formulae for stain-

ing and for the various photographic processes.
We have merely outlined the scope of this
work, but we can highly recommend it as a

’useful handbook of the technique of photo-
micrography.

Astrology in Medicine. The FitzPatrick lectures
,delivered before the Royal College of Physicians of
London on Nov. 6th and llth, 1913. With Addendum
on Saints and Signs. By CHARLES ARTHUR MERCIER,
Fellow of the College. London: Macmillan and Co.,
Limited. 1914. Pp. 100. Price 2s. net.-Dr.
Mercier’s lectures have already appeared in abstract
in our columns, but their publication in book form
will render them accessible to those members of the
general public who are not likely to read a pro-
fessional journal. He treats his subject in a some-
what Laboucherian vein, and we think that he
might have made rather more of the historical
.and medical side of it. His words of warning
on p. 75 are very sound, but the 

" 

Addendum,"
- which we are glad to see was not delivered
:as a FitzPatrick lecture, is surely unworthy of
;the writer.

Lunacy Practice. By WILLIAM H. GATTIE, of

Gray’s Inn, Barrister-at-Law. Second edition.
London : Shaw and Sons. 1914. Pp. 60. Price
’2s. 6d. net.-Mr. Gattie issues the second edition
,of his ‘&deg; Practical Guide for the Certification and
Detention of Persons of Unsound Mind" in a

similar form to the first-that is to say, it consists
of short notes or abstracts giving the essential
parts of the Lunacy Acts so far as they govern cer-
tifica-tion and detention, accompanied by all neces-
sary forms. The forms have the advantage of

’being filled up with imaginary names and details
- concerning imaginary patients, which renders
.them easier to follow than those which are given
in blank.. A chapter has been added dealing with
nummary reception orders. The print is large and
easy to read, but smaller type and a smaller page
might be found more convenient to handle, or, on
occasions, to put in the pocket. Perhaps Mr.
Gattie will consider the point in any subsequent
issue.

Jahrbuch fiir Orthopaedische Chirurgie By
Dr. PAUL GLAESNER. Berlin : Julius Springer.
Pp. 110. Price 6 marks.-A most useful little work
- of reference on recent orthopaedies, giving full
references to the literature in England, Germany,
France, America, and other countries for 1912, with
a brief abstract of the various works.

MISCELLANEOUS VOLUMES.

A BOOK that in its German form has attracted much
attention is Spiritual Director and Physician, by Father V.
RAYMOND, O.P., Chaplain to the Kneipp Institute at

Woerishofen, an English translation of which (London:
R. and T. Washbourne, Limited. 1914. Pp. 334. Price
5s. net), by Dom ALOYSIUS SMITH, C.R.L., has recently
been published. The original book received the warmest
endorsements from Dr. Masquin, Dr. Bonnayme, and Pro-
fessor Dubois, of Berne. The book is divided into three

parts. In Part I., after a general introduction on suffering,
the subjects of neurosis, hysteria, and psychasthenia are
dealt with. In Part II. scruples and the confession of the
scrupulous, temptation and sin, temptations and purity, and
difficulties in prayer are considered. The third part is

largely theological, save for the chapter on the treatment of
neurosis. So far as the subject matter is concerned,
despite the fundamental difference of point of view,
Professor Dubois, in his prefatory words, speaking as

"a freethinker brought up in Protestantism," is yet able
to say : "I I shall make a point of placing your book
in the hands of those of my patients who suffer from

religious scruples, however little religious faith they may
have. and you will be an aid to me in my work." The
tact of the author is exemplified in the preface, in his answer
to the criticism that the question of personal responsi-
bility has been omitted, and thereby the scientific value of
the book diminished. To this Father Raymond replies :
"This matter was designedly left aside. It is a problem
that is calculated to embarrass the best equipped and most
balanced minds, whereas these pages must be of such a
nature that they can be safely placed in the hands of

persons who are nervous and scrupulous, and whose

imaginations are beyond all control. Being victims of fear,
they are liable to see and retain whatever is likely to trouble
them. Place before them any theory regarding responsi-
bility and they would only be impressed by the thought
of the obligations and their serious consequences. The
cases which exempt from responsibility would escape
their notice altogether. The book is worthy of study
by clergymen of all denominations and by medical men.-
Prayer as a therapeutic agent has been much in the fore-
front of late. While, as Sir Dyce Duckworth expressed it
at the Church Congress in 1910, the medical profession can
neither act as thaumaturgists nor sanction any such efforts
in substitution for scientific treatment, it will gladly welcome
any inspiration and assurance that may come from appro-
priate ministration at the hands of any Christian minister as
a reinforcement of its professional efforts. In reviewing
previous books on this subject we have disclaimed any idea
of minimising the power of prayer or the consolations
of religion to those to whom they appeal. A little
book, entitled Prayers for Hetcliug fmona the Aneient
Liticrgies and Other Offlees of the Church (London :
H. R. Allenson, Limited. Pp. 96. Price Is. net), com-

piled by E. B. H., has a suggestive value in this respect,
in that it discloses two very important differences in character
and tone between the prayers of the early Church in respect
of sickness and those of later date. These ancient prayers
in no case adopt the depressing assumption that sickness is a
divine chastisement, a suggestion which of itself is an anti-
therapeutic agent, but, on the contrary, speak always in
stimulating and tonic terms of faith and confidence, without
any trace of such a limiting clause as "if it be Thy
will," the early Church, as the author says, appearing to
have entertained no doubt about God’s will in the matter
of sickness. Herein, we venture to submit, is a possible
ground for the greater reputed effect of prayer against
sickness in the early Church. No less than 21 different

liturgies-i.e., Eucharistic offices-dating from those of
St. Mark and St. James in the second century to the 1662
revision of the Book of Common Prayer, are drawn upon.-
In view of the exceptionally temperate and obviously sincere
and earnest character of A Plea for the Thorough and
Unbiassed Investigation of Christian Science (London : J. M.
Dent and Sons, Limited. 1913. Pp. 204. Price Is. net),
by AN ENQUIRER, we mention the receipt of this book here.
We have read it carefully from cover to cover and we are
unable to see that it advances a single new point or one
that has not already been amply considered and, in our
opinion, confuted. But in any case we cannot open our
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columns to a discussion that must be profitless, since

argument between people who cannot agree upon the
fundamental axioms is futile.

A little book that deserves particular mention at this
season of the year, when people are planning what to do
during their annual vacation, is Cheap Continental HoZidays
(London : The Scientific Press, Limited. Pp. 172. Price Is.

net), by GRACE VALLOIS, who is described as the Nursing 
J1Iirfor Travel Correspondent. In THE LANCET of Jan. 17th
last we noticed a good little book, " First Steps in Collecting, 
by the same lady, and now after reading "Cheap Con-
tinental Holidays " we begin to realise how she managed
to pick up such extensive practical knowledge of the way
to do things. Madame Vallois first shows how it is that
some foreign holidays may be made cheaper than those in
England. She next makes clear to "all fellow travellers

with slender purses " how far &pound;5 can be made to go. Some
useful hints to travellers and some admirable remarks on
clothing follow. The following trips are described : *The
Ardennes, *The Bay of St. Malo, Mont St. Michel,
Amsterdam, Lucerne, *Bruges, Caen and Bayeux, the Rhine,
Florence, Ghent, Western Flanders, Caudebec-en-Caux, The
Hague, and *Brussels, those marked with an asterisk being
places where a short holiday, including travelling, may be
spent for ,65. These articles are no dryasdust rehash of
other guide-books, but are full of the author’s personal
hints and experiences, with much of history and literary
sidelights not to be found in the school-books and

guides.
We have received two excellent books on matters relating

to household economy. The Iiitehezz Garden and the Cook

(London: Smith, Elder, and Co. 1913. Pp. 283. Price 5s.

net), by CECILIA MARIA PEARSE, is an exhaustive and
detailed description of the methods of growing kitchen

vegetables and of more excellent ways of cooking them when
grown than can be found in any book we have seen. The

profusion of methods of cooking is almost bewildering.
There is also an excellent chapter on cakes and puddings
without eggs, with some hints on cooking in paper
bags.-The other book is Ibods and Household Manage-
ment a Text-Book of the Hozcsehold Arts (New York :
The Macmillan Company. 1914. Pp. 402. Price 5s. net),
by HELEN KINNE and ANNA M. CooLEY, B.S. It is a

scientific and clearly and comprehensively written book
on food and food values. It contains some 160 carefully
selected and tested recipes, with clear directions for cooking
not only the things customary among all Anglo-Saxon
peoples, but also many American specialties. Reasons are

given for all ways of preparing food. The book is full also of

practical hints upon housekeeping-accounts, electricity and
gas, kitchen apparatus, cleaning fabrics and furniture, how
to buy, housewifery, 6 laundering and dry cleaning, and so
forth. For English readers, however, the section on the
household budget will be of little use, being based on an
American standard of prices. Moreover, the methods of

cutting up a beast differ not a little in America and England.
But the English housewife can learn a lot from the book.

JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES.

Quarterly Journal of Medicine. Edited by WILLIAM OSLER,
J. ROSE BRADFORD, A. E. GARROD, R. HUTCHISON, H. D.
ROLLESTON, and W. HALE WHITE. Vol. VII., No. 27.
April, 1914. Oxford : At the Clarendon Press. London,
Edinburgh, New York, Toronto, and Melbourne : Humphrey
Milford. Subscription price, 25s. per annum; single
numbers, 8s. 6d. each.-The contents of this number are :

1. Observations on Paroxysmal Tachycardia, by H. G. Butter-
field and G. H. Hunt. The term is restricted to cases of

rapid and regular tachycardia, where the impulse causing
contraction arises at some focus other than the sino-auricular
node. In two of the cases described in this article the

ectopic focus lay in the auricle, in one in the ventricle, and
in the fourth either in the auricle or junctional tissues.
The special interest of the paper is due to the fact that
in three of the cases post-mortem examinations were made,
and the histological investigation corroborated the diagnosis
made from the electrocardiograms. 2. Cholesterin : An
Account of the Relations to Pathology and Physiology, by
J. W. McNee. An interesting review of the literature
of this subject is given, together with an account of

some experiments. The methods off determining the-
cholesterin content of the blood serum are briefly discussed.-
A marked increase in the cholesterin in the serum is found’
almost constantly in cases of arteriosclerosis, in chronic-,
Bright’s disease, jaundice, diabetes mellitus, xanthoma, and’
pregnancy, while it is decreased in almost all febrile diseases.

except enteric fever, in tuberculosis, and in old age. It-
has been found that in jaundice a marked change occurs in
the proportions of cholesterin and cholesterin ester. Normally
cholesterin ester forms much the larger part, while in

jaundice a great increase in free cholesterin is found. The.

changes in cholesterin metabolism duting pregnancy are-

discussed in relation to the special liability of women to gall-
stones. The hypercholesterinasmia during pregnancy is a
considerable one, and Dr. McNee has found that there is also,
a marked increase in the cholesterin of the bile during
pregnancy. 3. Bilateral Salivary Swellings (Mikulicz’s
Disease): A Clinical Review, by ’Hugh Thursfield A
fatal case of this condition is recorded, and a.

case in the literature recorded by von Brunn is.
referred to. Both of them are regarded by Dr. Thursfield
as atypical (aleuksemic) leuk&aelig;mia. Dr. Thursfield
refers to eight groups of cases in which bilateral swellings
of the salivary glands form the most characteristic symptom.
He gives a review of the literature and discusses the’

pathology of the more important groups. 4. On the Prognosis-
of Acute Articular Rheumatism, by Charles G. Kemp. A,
series of cases is analysed to determine what proportion pass.
through the illness to complete convalescence without showing’
clinical signs of cardiac involvement, and further, what’
proportion having shown such signs during the acute stage
of the disease progress to complete cardiac recovery.-
5. Critical Review: Anaphylaxis and its Bearing on
Medicine, by James McIntosh. An interesting and sug-
gestive summary of the phenomena of anaphylaxis and
their applications is given, together with the theoretical

explanations which have been propounded. 6. Critical
Review : Bacterial Endocarditis, by Irving Simons. This is.
an important and instructive analysis of cases of endo-
carditis associated with the presence of bacteria in the
valvular lesions and in the circulating blood during,
life.

The Modern Hospital.-This is a monthly journal devoted’
to the building, equipment, and administration of hospitals,
sanatoriums, and allied institutions, and to their medical,.
surgical, and nursing services. It is published at St.

Louis, Mo., and, like most American periodicals, is well

printed and illustrated, and contains American views, and
descriptions of American procedures, that may be valuable to
British workers. The first number opens with an article-
on the Dividing Line between General Hospital anc,

Hospital for Insane, by Dr. W. A. White, superintendent of
the Government Hospital for the Insane, Washington. The-
author makes a strong plea for the recognition of the fact
that insanity is a disease "in a practical manner by
admitting people for advice and treatment to the various
institutions conducted by medical charity on the same

basis as patients are admitted for other maladies."
He deplores the fact that the mental patient has,
in all countries to some extent, to undergo the tedious.
and humiliating process of the law which brands him
with legal disability before he can obtain relief. He

says : 
" The city that fails in its general hospitap

scheme to provide for a psychopathic ward loses a golden
opportunity. "-Dr W. P. Gerhard, consulting sanitary
expert, New York, contributes the first part of a serial
on Recent Examples of Hospital Construction in Europe,
the result of inspection in a number of German cities of
the latest examples of hospital planning, equipment, and’
construction. In this number he describes the Hospital
and Sanatorium at Beelitz, near Berlin. The article is pro-
fusely illustrated by plans and views. Some, such as.

"lavatory with special bowls for mouth gargling," are

most instructive.-Miss E. M. Lawler, superintendent of
nurses and principal of the training school, publishes.
a fourth paper on the Organisation of the Nursing
Department of Johns Hopkins Hospital. Taking for her
motto, "All hinges on attention to details," she minutely
describes the system of this famous hospital.-Dr.
J. W. Fowler writes about the newly erected Municipal
Hospital at Louisville, of which he is superintendent.
One of the architectural difficulties was the duplication of


